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“Role models really matter. It’s hard to imagine yourself as something you don’t see.” 
Chelsea Clinton said that, and repeating those words shouldn’t be a divisive political 
statement. It’s true that girls need role models in real life, and it is true as well that the 
depiction of strong female characters in the media is another way that girls can “see 
themselves.” Some of the major women on Law and Order: Special Victims Unit have 
demonstrated this phenomenon: Lieutenant Olivia Benson, Detectives Amanda Rollins 
and Dani Beck, Assistant District Attorneys Alexandra Cabot and Casey Novak, Judge 
Elizabeth Donnelly, Medical Examiner Melinda Warner, and Kathy Stabler. Law and 
Order: SVU is a television series broadcast on NBC that first aired in 1999 and now is in 
its eighteenth season and is the longest currently-running scripted non-animated 
primetime television series on a major broadcast network in the United States, since the 
original show from which it stemmed, Law and Order, was cancelled in 2010. The show 
was created when Law and Order creator and executive producer Dick Wolf wrote an 
episode for the original franchise based upon the rape/murder case of Jennifer Levin, 
and it continued to haunt him. Law and Order: SVU depicts fictional characters within 
the actual sex crimes unit of the New York Police Department, the Special Victims Unit. 
Much of the series follows Olivia Benson, a character who has been on the show for all 
eighteen seasons, as she rises from detective to sergeant to lieutenant and as she 
experiences changes in her personal life. However, there are also both personal and 
professional plotlines tied to the other detectives, ADAs, judges, and medical examiners 
with whom Olivia works. All eight of the women mentioned have dealt with significant 
personal struggles over the course of the series while still having to maintain 
professionalism and help others through difficult situations. They don’t always make the 
best decisions, but the ways in which they come back from those decisions are what 
show their strength more than anything else. In addition, simply depicting women in the 
high-stakes positions of police detectives, assistant district attorneys, judges, medical 
examiners, and even as the wife of a police officer, bring to light characters that have a 
basis in real people, who become role models for young women, and the demonstration 
of their strengths as well as how they deal with their weaknesses are important. When 
young women are able to see female characters like this in the media, they recognize 
that it could be them, too. They could be that lieutenant, or detective, or lawyer, or 
judge, or medical examiner. They could have the strength to be a mother and wife with 
the NYPD as a hugely present part of their life. All are equally important roles and roles 
which require equal, though different, strength, courage, and resilience, and it is 
important that young women have characters like this on mainstream television within 
whom they can “find themselves.”	
